INSTRUMENTATION

2 Flutes (Alt. Piccs.)
2 Clarinets in Bb (one Alt. Eb Cl., one Alt. Bass-Cl.)
2 Horns
3 Trumpets
   1st in D
   2nd and 3rd in C
3 Trombones
   Bass Tuba
   Contra-Bass Tuba
   Piano

Percussion:
   I. 4 Timpani (with pedals) — Vibraphone — 2 Suspended Cymbals (high and low) — Side Drum — Claves
   II. Glockenspiel — Snare Drum — Field Drum — Side Drum — 2 Timbales or Tom-toms — 2 Suspended Cymbals (high and low) — Cencerro — Tambourine — (take Chinese Blocks from V. at Bar 200)
   III. 2 Bass Drums (medium and low) with Attached Cymbals — Field Drum — Side Drum — Cencerro — Guiro — Claves — Tambourine — Chimes (Tubular Bells)
   IV. Vibraphone — 3 Gongs (high, medium and low) — 2 Lathes — Guiro — Tambourine
   V. Xylophone — 3 Chinese Blocks — 3 Wooden Drums (Dragon Heads) — Guiro — Claves — 2 Maracas — (take 2 Lathes from IV. at Bar 135)

2 Magnetic Tapes of electronically organized sounds transmitted on 2 channels by means of a stereophonic system.

The instruments and the interpolations of organized sound are never heard simultaneously, but must follow each other without a break, alternating as follows:

1. Instruments — from beginning to bar 82
2. 1st interpolation of organized sound enters on 4th beat of bar 82
3. Instruments enter bar 83 ($\frac{3}{4} = \frac{1}{2} = 100$)
4. 2nd interpolation of organized sound enters on 2nd beat of bar 224
5. Instruments enter bar 225 ($\frac{7}{4} = \frac{3}{2} = 132$)
6. 3rd interpolation of organized sound enters on 4th beat of bar 263
7. Instruments enter bar 264 ($\frac{5}{4} = \frac{1}{2} = 84$)

The engineer at the magnetophone will signal the conductor for entrance of instruments.

This work may also be performed instrumentally without the interpolations of the tapes (electronically organized sound) if these are not available.
*) See rhythmic exploration at **).
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